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This marking scheme has been prepared by the Hong Kong Examinations and

Assessment Authority for markers' reference. The Authority has no objection to
markers sharing it, after the completion of marking, with colleagues who are teaching
the subject. However, under no circumstances should it be given to students because

they are likely to regard it as a set of model answers. Markers/teachers should
therefore firmly resist students' requests for access to this document. Our
examinations emphasise the testing of understanding, the practical application of
knowledge and the use of processing skills. Hence the use of model answers, or
anything else which encourages rote memorisation, should be considered outmoded
and pedagogically unsound. The Authority is counting on the co-operation of
markers/teachers in this regard.
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2.

J.

4

5

6.

General Instructions To Markers

It is very important that all markers should adhere as closely as possible to the marking scheme. In many cases, however.
candidates will have obtained a correct answer by an altemative method not specified in the marking scheme. In general, a correct
alternative solution merits all the marks allocated to that part, unless a particular method has been specified in the question.
Markers should be patient in marking alternative solutions not specified in the marking scheme.

For the convenience of markers, the marking scheme was written as detailed as possible. However, it is likely that candidates
would not present their solution in the same explicit manner, e.g. some steps would either be omitted or stated implicitly. In such
cases, markers should exercise their discretion in marking candidates'work. In general, marks for a certain step should be awarded
ifcandidates' solution indicated that the relevant concept / technique had been used.

In marking candidates'work, the benefit of doubt should be given in the candidates'favour.

Unless the form of the answer is specified in the question, altemative simplified forms of answers different from those in the
marking scheme should be accepted if they are correct.

Unless otherwise specified in the question, use of notations different from those in the marking scheme should not be penalised.

In the marking scheme, marks are classified into the following three categories:

'M'marks
'A'marks
Marks without 'M'or 'A'

awarded for applying correct methods
awarded for the accuracy ofthe answers
awarded for correctly completing a proof or arriving at an answer given in the question.

e)7

In a question consisting of several parts each depending on the previous parts, 'M' marks should be awarded to steps or methods
correctly deduced from previous answers, even if these answers are erroneous. ( I.e. Markers should follow through candidates'
work in awarding 'M' marks.) However, 'A'marks for the corresponding answers should NOT be awarded, unless otherwise
specified.

In
by

steps which can be skipped are enclosed by i_4_o!Eq_{ggpqg_19_s_i , whereas alternative answers are enclosed

Marks may be deducted for poor presentation (pp). Thesymbol @should be used

(a) At most deduct I mark for pp in each section.
(b) In any case, do not deduct any marks for pp in those steps where candidates could

to denote I mark deduct ed for pp.

not score any marks.

8.

9. Marks may be deducted for numerical answers with inappropriate degree of accuracy (a). The symbol @ should be used to
denote I mark deducted for a.
(a) At most deduct I mark for a in each section.
(b) In any case, do not deduct any marks for a in those steps where candidates could not score any marks.

10. Marks entered in the Page Total Box should be the NET total scored on that page.
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Solution Marks Remarks

I (a) ('.:)' ='1+'(:).ryO'
_ 1 rx ,(, -D*_r...=rr;_TT...

,_l 
and 

r(r-^l) -1
a 24 2az 576

Solving, ,-! and a-8
J

I t/ I

(b) (8 + *)l = si[t.;)t

=z( t** -*' *(. 24 576

=2+ t2 288

The expansion is valid when

i.e. -8<x<8

1A

IM

IA

IM

IA

IA

pp- I for omitting ". . ."

For both

OR l"l .s

(6)

(a) fitf'l dx xT(l + ,2 +2e)

(e +l)2
4

(b) firr,)dx-l*l',,

,2 -l
2

(c) (i) A-ry*@2h +'2)(r-h)
2

_r2h +(l -rz)h+e2
2

dA 2e2h +l - e2(tt) 
- 

=dh2
4=o when h-!m '2 -ldh22
4-2e2h >o
dh'

Hence A is minimum when h -! m '2 -l22
The minimum varue of A is 3e2 -l- *'- 

" 
rn" -l

IM

IA

IA

I

1A

IA

IM

1A

oR e2 + 2e +1 
oR 3.45

4

Follow through

oR 0.s807

OR by using sign test

oR 3.4367

(8)
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Solution Marks Remarks

3. (a) +=-kA
dt

tnlzl + c

When t=0, A-Ao and when t=5730, A--+'2
_1o-+ rl^As+c and s73o=+ m*+ck'k2
5730- -l mb* I 

tn An-'v- 
k 'r 2' k^'^t'u

-lln2k

i.e. k - ln2
5730

= l.2l x I 0-4 (correct to 3 significant figures)

(b) A - 0.3A0

,--#he.3Ao)+ #hAo
_s730 h 10

ln2 3

-,9950 years (correct to the nearest ten years)

1A

IA

IM

IA

IM

IA
(6)

4. (a) '.' P(Au B) -P(A) + P(B) -P(A^ B)

.'. l=P(A)+b-c
i.e. P(A)=l+ c-b

(b) (i) P(Al B) = 
t(3,?")

' P(B)

lc
t-E
b = 2c -------- (1)

P(B I A) -'(!r1.-t)
P (A)

2c
5- r+c-b
c=2-2b -"(2)
Solving (l) and (2), we have D:0.8 and c -0.4

(ii) P(l)P( B) = (0.6X0.8) * 0.4 -P(A ^ 
B)

IA
IA

IM

IA

IA+IA

For P(AuB)-1

For conditional probability

For either one

Follow through

Alternative Solution I
P(Al B)=0.5 *0.6:P(A) ___l
Alternative Solution 2

)
P(B I A) =; * 0.8 = P(B)

)

Hence the events A and B are not independent. I
7)
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Solution Marks Remarks

5. (a) a:2,b=6andx=62

(b) (i) The required probability
15 t4 13 t2 1l l0

=-x-x-x-x-x-20 t9 18 t7 t6 rs

(ii) The required probability

_r sCO*rcCO+SCtxtSCS

zoCe

937

193 8

lA+lA+lA

1A

IM

IA oR 0.483s

(6)

6. (a) p( z ,152: F) 
= o. tt7\.5)

p( o<2.152-tt):0.383\.5)
152- p xr.r9

5

It N 146.05

(b) (i) The required probability

- 0. 117 x (l - 0.2)+ (l - 0. tt7)x 0. 1

- 0.1819

The required probability

_ (l - 0. lt7) x (l - 0.1)

I - 0. 1819
883

909

(ii)

IA

IM

IA

IA

IM+IM

IA oR 0.97 t4

(7)

7 (a) (i) a=-2

(ii) The equation of the horizontal asymptote is

(iii) f'(x) - @ - 2) - (x-+ a)

(x - 2)'
-6----

(x - 2)'
<0 for x*2

! =1

Hence f(x) is decreasing on (-*,2) or (2, *)

IA

IA

IM

IA

IA Accept '... for all
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Solution Marks Remarks

(iv)

x=2

v

Ct:y-f(x)

IA

1A

IA

For both asymptotes

For both intercepts of Cl

For the shape of Cl

For both asymptotes

For both intercepts of C2

For the shape of C2

May be awarded in (bXi)

For lower and upper lirnits

For substitution

oR 2.0467

x

I !. 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 l0

g(x) =\. -?!-* ! *,v\ ' (x -2) -2
_3x-6

x-4
Hence the required area

:t3[' 

=)'*-s 12( ry-)' o, where , = x - 4-J_+[ u )

:rr-1['.:.#)*

=rlr+4tnlul :)'r
- 27 -361n2

(i)(b)

(ii)

(8)

1A

IA

IA

IA

IA

IM

1A

(7)
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Solution Marks Remarks

8. (a) f '(t) = -500 or2o' + 300aeot

Since f(r) attains maximum when t :5 , f '(5) : 0

-Sooaeloa *3ooaeso =o
'-T.21n0.6

(b) (i) -250e0'4Tr 
ln0 6 *3ggr0'2T1tn0'6 -50 = 0

O.27,ln0.6"'" =0.2 or I (rejectedas Z1 >0)
n _51n0.2
't - tno.e

(iD The total amount of sales increased

= ff erto"2ot +3ooeot - 5o) dr

5ln0.2

| _rrr"o.+ttno.a 3ggr0.zttn0.6 _^ 
-l 

l"0r

| 0.21n0.6 0.21n0.6 I o

- -l2s rc.22 -l)+ 300 ,o.r-,'r-ro[51n0'2]0.21n0.6 0.21n0.6 \ In0.6 /
- -6oo + 25oln 5 

thousand dollars
In0.6

(c) (i) E = 100+ J# ut

= 100 + l00ln(t +9) + C

When t=0,E =100.
100=100+l00ln9+C
C = -l00ln9

E=100[n(t+9)+l-ln9]

(ir) 200 = 100 ln(r + 9) + 100 - l00ln 9

Tz =9(e-l)

(iii) Total sales increased
2.a

= l, -{t-")(t-zd)dt

= ff ,-r' +3at -2a2)dt

_l-f *zot2 _ror,1'o
L3 2 ),
o3

6
Hence the maximum total increase of sales can be achieved when
a =72

=9(e-l)
Hence the plan should be started 9(e-l) months after the launching of the campaig

IA
IM

IA oR -0.1022

oR 15.7 533

OR 386.9041 thousand dollars

oR $ 386904.0876

oR 15.4645

(3)

IM

IA

IA

IM

IA

(5)

IA

IA

IM

IA

IM

IA

IM

(7)
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Solution Marks Remarks

9. (a) (i) p(t)=--- +c
b+^-t

p'1t1=- re-t 
^

(b + e-t\2

^r / t\ _ (b + e-t )2 1- a"- t 
1 - 1oe-t y2(b + e-t )(- e-t )

P \"'-- 
(b+e-t1a

_ae 
t 
1e-t -b1

1b + e-t 13

Hence p"(r)=0 when e-t -b=0
i.e. t = -lnb

lP'0)l + | o | - |

Hence the growttt rate attains the maximum value when t = -lnb

(il) primordial popularion = lim ( --l- * 
")= "t_+_o\b + e_, )

(iii) ultimate population = nm( -- 
o- * 

")= 1 * "/ t'[b+e-' ) b

(c) The population at the time of maximum growth rate is

P(-lnb) = !' 1g'2b
The mean of the primordial population and ultimate population is

l[ (o )l a
-lc+l-+cll--+c2L \b )) 2b

Hence the scientist's claim is agreed.

IA

IA

IA

IA

1A

Follow through

(s)

IA

IA

IA

(3)

1A

I

(2)
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Solution Remarks

Follow through

(d)

[u.(*-')I
alp?) - cl {a - blp?) - cl}

p(r)

From the graph, we can see that p'(t) is maximum when p(r) is the mean of

-ac and 1 + c , i.e. the mean of the primordial population and ultimate populatio
b

Hence d,:c and p-1*t
b

_h
p'(t) - 

jlp(



Solution Marks Remarks

10. (a) (D The sample mean is 1.75 .

e-1, )^l 12.68(iD t"; ___(1)

"-1" 
)"22 *y2! __- e)2l 52

(2)+(l) , 1*l.t='-!2 12.68
).2 x 2.20 (correct to 2 decimal places)

(iii) a =9.04,b=15.81, c =13.84, d =3.53 arfi' k = 5.76

(iv) For the number of wedding banquets per week > 4,

the expected frequency by Po(I.75) is

52 -9.04 -15.8 I - 13.84 - 8 .07 - 3.53 = 1.7 I
For the number of wedding banquets per week > 4,
the expected frequency by Po(2.20) is
52 - 5.7 6 -12.68 - 13.94 - I 0.23 - 5.62 = 3.17

The sum of errors for model fitted by Po(I.75) is

n, =lt -e.041+ lt8 - 1s.84 + ltz -tr.s+l+ lt t -t.ozl+ l+ -:.s:l+lo - t.ztl

= l l,l8
The sum of enors for model fitted by Po(2.20) is

E 2 = 17 - 5.761 + ll 8 - tz.68l +lt2- I 3.e41 + [ I - I 0.z:l + l4 - s.ezl +lo - t.t tl

=14.66
Since E1 < E2 , Po(1.75) fits the observed data better.

(b) (i) 
1?'r',T 5'i,T ".: :'i # ,:::T'

(. t2oo l2oo )
=P(-l<z<1.25)
-'0.3413 + 0.3944
)0,,rfl

(ii) P(at most 3 banquets in a certain week)

_ e-r'7s (1.7 5)0 * e-r3s (t.7 5)t * e-r'7s (t.7 5)2 * e-r'7s (1.7 5)3

0! 1! 21 3l

= 0.89918965
P(l banquet between S6188 and $8888 I at most 3 banquets)

o * e-r'7s (t'7 s)r rc.Ts7) * e-t'7s !\'t s)z 
. c?(l - 0.73s7)(0.73s7)v 

l! 
tv'tJ 

2I -l

* e-t'7s !1..75)3 .c?(l - 0.73sT2 (0.7357)
3!

0.89918965

= 0.3905

IA

IA+IA

IM

IA
IA

OR by using other pairs of da

I A for any one correct
I A for all others coffect

For either one

For both

_J
Follow through

I M for joint prob in numerator

I M for denominator using abov

(8)

IM

IA

IM+IM

IA

1A

1A

(7)
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Solution Marks Remarks

I l. (a) (i) P(getting 3 points I Gold VIP)
:2(0.4)(0.3)
:0.24

(ii) P(getting 3 points)

- (0.2sX0.2) + (0 .6)(0.24) +(0. l sX0.4)3

= 0.2036

(iii) P(Gold VIP | 3 points are obtained)
(0.6x0.24)

0.2036

= 0.7073

(b) P( $ 20 cash rebate)

- (0.2sx0.4) + [(0.2sx0.3) + (0.6) (0.q2]+ 0.2036

= 0.47 46

(c) (i) 

:ffi ilffi,' +3(o D2(0,)l

(ii) 

:i#;1'[::;:i' 2)(0,)2 +(o ,)3]

(d) (D Expected cash rebate using the online game

= $ {0.2 120(0.47 46) + 50(t - 0.47 46 - 0.0042) +200(0.0042)l + (l - 0,7)(0)}

=$25'4744
The minimum cash rebate under the 4Yo direct cash rebate plan
> $[(0.2s)(400) + (0.6)(800) + (0. I s)(1000)](0.04)

=$29.2
Since 29.2 > 25.4744 , Winnie is agreed with.

(iD The maximum cash rebate under the 2Yo direct cash rebate plan

= $[(0.2sX800) + (0.6)(1000) + (0.1s)(3000)](0.02)

= $25
Since 25 <25.4744 , John is agreed with.

IA

1M

IA

IM

IA

Follow through

Follow through

(5)

IM
1A

(2)

IA

1M

IA

(3)

IM

1M

I

IM

I

(s)
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Solution Marks Remarks

12. (a) P(a tablet is contaminated)

- 1 - (l - 0.6%)(t - 0.6%xl - 0.1%)

= 0.012952036

= 0.0130

(b) P(a bag is unsafe)

- I - (l - 0.01 2952036)20 - 20(l- 0.0 12952036)re (0.0 12952036)

= 0.027306899

= 0.0273

(c) (i) P(the l0th bag is the first unsafe bag)

= (1 - 0.027306899)1 
0-r 

Q.027306899)

= 0.0213

P(the supply will be suspended in a certain week)

= I - (l - 0.027i06899)r00 - C\oo (l - 0.027306899)ee 1o.oz73068ss)

- cLoo (r - 0.0273068ee)e8 (o.o 273068sD2

- ctoo(l - 0.02 7306sss)e7 (o.oz7306uss)t - r'fo(t - 0.027306sss)e6 e.0z730esgg)a

= 0.1 390

(ii)

(d) (i) P(the ingredi ent A is contaminated)

_ 0.006 + 0.004n

n+l

P(the ingredient ^B is contaminated) - 0'006 + 0'004n

n+l

t -[t -0 
006:,!,00an)[t 

- ry}t -0 001) < 0 0r

( 0.006 + o.oo4 n\2 I l o
lI I :-

( n+t ) lll
, 0.006+o .oo4n , E9 io. ;-;r,il;qd 4; mr-"'""--;i" t{t,t L --!r!::-!fi 9::l:1]i
n > 2.88579083 1

Hence the least number of n is 3 .

(iD

1M+IM

1A

OR n > 2.8858

(3)

IM

IA

(2)

IM
1A

IM+1A

1A

(s)

IM

IA

IM

IA
IA

(5)
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